The living and dining areas of a Manhattan apartment
renovated by Steven Gambrel. Gambrel designed the
sofas, cocktail tables, dining chairs, and carpet. The
vintage French oak chair has cushions covered in a
cotton by Chapas Textiles, the tripod side table is by
Hervé Van der Straeten, and the globe lanterns are
by Jamb; custom-made metal cabinets flank a painting by Mark Francis, the curtains are of a Romo silk,
and the walls are covered in Barkskin. See Resources.
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One of the most astonishing transformations in New York City has been
the merging of uptown and downtown. On Park Avenue, walls have
been torn down to create airy, loftlike spaces filled with contemporary
furniture and art. Meanwhile, in SoHo and Tribeca, walls have been
erected in bare industrial spaces to create grand, gracious apartments
with an old-world sense of proportion and propriety. Why settle for one
world, though, when you can have the best of both?
If there’s one place that epitomizes this cross-pollination to perfection,
it’s the gut-renovated apartment that Steven Gambrel designed for a
young Manhattan family. The location—in a century-old former department store on the outskirts of Ladies’ Mile, an area once famous for
shopping—is nearly equidistant from uptown and down. More important, the apartment’s layout and scale, and Gambrel’s overhaul, put it
squarely in the middle in aesthetic terms as well. Though the space has
the wide-open, high-ceilinged airiness of a loft, its well-proportioned,
stately rooms recall the great prewar buildings lining Fifth Avenue and
Central Park West. And with Gambrel’s pitch-perfect design, it’s all but
impossible to imagine that this was once two separate apartments.
A decade ago, the couple were living in the same building, but in
an apartment half the size, when they first called on Gambrel. They
loved the sophisticated yet bold eclecticism he brought to their place,
and a couple of years later they hired him again, this time to design
a house in the Hamptons. But after the births of their three sons, they
began to outgrow the city apartment, in size and style, and when
the space next door came on the market, the couple bought it to
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In the family room, Nancy Lorenz’s Blue
Evaporation hangs above a custom-made
sofa upholstered in a Pollack fabric; the
armchairs are covered in a Bergamo velvet,
the lamps are vintage, and the carpet is
by Carini Lang. facing page: The foyer’s
brass light fixture is by Charles Edwards, the
1960s mirror is Italian, and the armchair is
covered in an Edelman hide. See Resources.
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A 1950s light fixture hangs above a BDDW
table and leather-and-chrome chairs in
the kitchen; the ceiling was raised to reveal its original structure, and the floor is
ebonized oak. facing page, clockwise
from top left: Stainless-steel cabinets
are inset with lacquered-wood panels, and
the light fixture is custom made; the sink
fittings are by Rohl, and the ovens and
range are by Wolf. The bar area contains
a stainless-steel sideboard and a circa1955 Arredoluce light. The kitchen’s view
of the Manhattan skyline. See Resources.

combine the two. Once again they called on their preferred designer,
this time to start from scratch.
“The open space was the real commodity that they loved,” says
Gambrel. “The challenge was to maintain that loftlike quality, but create
separate areas that allowed for variety in terms of design. With the old
apartment, spaces like an open kitchen worked well for two people, but
weren’t ideal for a family. Basically, they said, ‘We’ve evolved just as you
have, we’ve grown with you. Now let’s do something extraordinary.’”
There was no question of cobbling the two apartments together into
one of those Manhattan hybrids where everything is slightly out-ofwhack. Both apartments were totally gutted; the only things left as is
were the two front doors, which became the pair of entrances the growing family needed. One now leads into a glamorous foyer, complete with
Venetian-plaster walls, a graphic black-and-white marble floor, and
a dazzling 1960s Italian mirror with a frame of hand-carved loops. The
other door opens into a handsome mudroom with a custom-made
terrazzo floor and wood lockers for every member of the family.
The task of laying out the rest of the space—now a giant L—was
trickier. Gambrel’s solution was to design a long gallery running through
the apartment, with the foyer at the midpoint and doors opening into
an enfilade of rooms: living room, kitchen, and family room. This created
an open flow while preserving the ability to close off areas as needed.
One of the most charming aspects of the apartment is how each
room has its own personality, with striking features to match. In the
master bedroom, for instance, a waffle-textured silk rug looks as if
it were made from a luxurious giant bathrobe. The living and dining
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area—furnished with both modern and traditional pieces in a palette
of muted grays, greens, and beiges and anchored by a pair of custommade metal cabinets that Gambrel based on a 19th-century safe—is
at once elegant and utterly inviting.
Next door, in the eat-in kitchen, Gambrel evoked the grand kitchens
of country houses with a scheme of steel cabinets inset with panels
of pale, mint-green lacquer. He offset the aged, industrial look with
modern notes, like a massive center island of thick, brown-and-gold
marble, a red-leather banquette, and a kitschy ’50s light fixture.
“What’s great is that they really appreciate the beauty of layering,”
Gambrel says of his clients. “So few people would go for something
with this many textures and materials and details. But they totally get
that it creates a personal sense of harmony and comfort. And what I
am most proud of is the way that every space has its own ideas, and
yet they all work together.
“That’s one of the nice things about having so much more square
footage now,” Gambrel continues. “Every room has more space to
breathe and be itself.”
The clients are just as enthusiastic about the finished product, but
recall that they were not always the cheerleaders that Gambrel seems
to remember them being. “There were a lot of things we knew we
would love from the start—the colors in the living room and metal cabinets in the kitchen,” says the wife. “But there were so many things we
weren’t sure about, like the entrance gallery with the marble floor. But
Steven really listens, and he knows us and our personalities, and he
would say, ‘Trust me on this.’ So we did. And a lot of those things are
now our favorite parts of the house.”
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The master bedroom’s custom-made bed is
dressed with E. Braun & Co. linens, the writing
table was designed by Ico Parisi, and the
leather chair is vintage; the walls are covered in
Indian silk, and the rug is from Sacco Carpets.
facing page, clockwise from top left: World
maps roll down from bookshelves in the playroom, and the light fixture is by Visual Comfort &
Co. The armchair and ottoman in a children’s
bedroom are custom made, the Roman shade is of a
Quadrille linen, and the rug is by Patterson, Flynn &
Martin. The master bath is sheathed in marble
with Venetian-plaster insets; the sink fittings are
by Sherle Wagner, and the 1960s mirror is made of
polished nickel and coconut shells. See Resources.

